
Synchromysticism

The world as you know it is not what it seems.  There are certain stories going on as we speak. That's 
not to say that there's anything to fear.... what's important is to be in the KNOW, so one is not so easily 
manipulated by media via: mind-control, and other subliminal messages.   

To the average person it may seem very strange. Many have somewhat of an inkling that perhaps 
there's something more than meets the eye.   However, most are rather content with their routines and 
just don't want to know – for it may shatter their current belief system.

On the other side of the spectrum we have individuals who's minds are deluded with the fear 
mongering program – the hardcore conspiracy theorist, TRUTHERS, ANTI-ILLUMINATI etc...

• “There's new world order...” - Ok so who are they?  What's their history?   Explain...
• “911 was an inside job, BUSH and his minions did it” - its 2011....its been 10 years get over it..
• “The money system is evil – its satanic”  - How does it work?    
• “2012, ascension time and we don't have to take anymore of this shit.” Care to explain...?



The constant bombardment of conspiracies seem to have deluded their perception of reality.  Its as if 
they have become addicts... waiting for the next  theory....to get their fix....: spouting about all problems 
of the world without providing any positive solutions..
 
Knowing the prison in which one occupies is one thing, but getting out of it is another:  It takes more 
than a big mouth to get a clear picture of certain events which are taking place.  

We must be clear and whole, to maintain balance.

Let's get to the point now shall we - SYNCHROMYSTICISM what is it?: 

To make it simple, synchromysticism is the art of decoding hidden messages in media.   
So let us begin:

Welcome to Hollywood
The holly tree was a spiritual - universal symbol used by  Pre-Christian cultures – a symbol for dreams, 
hallucination and magic.   Pagan tribes  used the holly tree to produce staffs and wands; they believed 
the holly tree could protect them from evil spirits.  Moreover, in Pagan folklore there is a deity known 
as the the HOLLY KING, who ruled agriculture and nature from summer to winter.  The Holly King 
was depicted as a bearded old man dressed in winter clothing -  wearing a wreath of holly around his 
head – he also carried a staff made from HOLLYWOOD. 

In ancient Rome, the holly tree was associated with SATURN - or more appropriately “Cronus,” in 
Greek mythology. Cronus was known as the father of time (CHRONO, CHRONOS) and  was also 
known as the “GRIM REAPER” (the father of the GODS who devoured his children, fearing they 
would overthrow and kill him)   Saturn is he is also known as the GOD of fertility and agriculture.  For 
this reason, the Romans celebrated the festival of Saturnalia, a Roman  HOLIDAY – HOLLYDAY in 
which they celebrated by giving holly wreaths to people as gifts.   

An interesting note concerning the religion of SATURN - the cult of Saturn had a particular way of 
dressing:    Many Hebrew traditions can be traced back to Saturnalian worship, in which many of their 
priests  wore black robes.  Their priestess' also wore ear rings, to show devotion to their deity... Saturn. 



*The Hollyking

*Saturn/Cronus devouring his 
children.

*Notice the Hollywood staff

*Old man with a beard
*Father figure

*Here we have father time, 
again, Hollytree staff, but this 
time its a scythe.  (Grim Reaper)

*Father of time & the grim 
reaper



The ring of SATURN – one ring 
to rule them all

Why do girls wear ear rings 
again?.  

The HollyKing is Back.

Hey Phil... love the new look.... I 
hear you're living in LA now? 
How's Hollywood? Can I see 
your RINGS?

*Phil Jackson – NBA Coach – 12 
championship rings.

*Black robes, and Masonic hat 
(flat – so the gavel can hammer 
in ideas...)

*Listen to me children, or I'll use 
my GAVEL (Masonic tool) and 
hit your over your square 
head...if you do not comply, you 
Shall be punished – how does 
death row sound? 
(GRIMREAPER - SATURN)



LOL, ok all jokes aside, as you can see, there's a lot more symbolism in the world than meets the eye.

What does this have to do with Hollywood movies?  

Hollywood is the world of illusion.  The magic of Hollywood in a sense is to make people believe in a 
certain level of reality.  Is it a coincidence that many people build their belief and lives around movies? 
Perhaps...but it comes to no surprise that Hollywood movies are notoriously known for the amount of 
occult (meaning hidden) symbolism in their films.  

“Where's the proof?” 

Lets take Star Wars for instance: Who made the story?  What was it about?

George Lucas OBI WAN

“Cronus-Saturn-Father Time” 

In looking at the story of STAR WARS, many of the main concepts seem to correlate with the oral 
history of the HOPI (an indigenous tribe): a story about the SKY PEOPLE/STAR PEOPLE.  



What's even more interesting is that George Lucas was mentored by Joseph Campbell, a man who so 
happened to study the HOPI stories of the ORION WARS; the TERRA papers –  which explains the 
story in great detail – a story which the HOPI consider to be the hidden history of mankind.

[http://www.scribd.com/doc/16267603/The-Terra-Papers-by-Robert-Morning-Sky]

[Dan Winter has a lecture series on this: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iYgD6QYjMI  (sample)]

The “ORION WARS” was about two brothers or SIDES – a great space war...there was a huge 
planetary spaceship that was used for war which was mobile and could shoot things.  In addition, the 
Orion Galaxy is a galaxy that is “far far away...” one faction is a rebellion and the other faction is part 
of the old empire. 

*AR DEATH SHIP – TERRA PAPERS 
*Story dates back to 1947

*DEATHSTAR – STAR WARS
*Story dates back to the 1970s-80s. 

                           ORION WARS                                                        STAR WARS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iYgD6QYjMI
http://www.scribd.com/doc/16267603/The-Terra-Papers-by-Robert-Morning-Sky


The Saturnalian religion roots back to Babylon, SUMER, where around 3000 BC  there were these 
stones which spoke about SKYPEOPLE, ROCKET(FIRE)PEOPLE, THE BRINGERS OF THE 
LIGHT -  they were apparently GIANTS,  and in the bible they are referred to as the NEPHILM. 

Many people like to quote the works of Zecharia Sitchin, in which he mentions a reptilian race which 
he dubbed “ANUNAKI” - people who came from the sky, who brought knowledge and enlightened 
people so they could grow food, crops and agriculture – (SATURN again, the god of agriculture and 
food).    

*Babylon

*Skypeople – from the movie 
AVATAR

*Hmm look familiar?

FALLEN ANGELS -NEPHILIM

We can say with great certainty that LUCAS most likely plagiarized or was given the story to promote 
some kind of agenda.  

We can now use the knowledge of SATURN & SKYPEOPLE to start decoding.

“LUKE SKYWALKER”
LUKE = LUCAS = LUCUS = LUCIFER... which means the BRINGER OF LIGHT.    

SKYWALKER = reference to the people of the sky

LUKE SKYWALKER = the bringer/bearer of light who came from the sky.  



LUKE SKYWALKER acquires the LIGHT.

*Will he bring balance to the FORCE?  
*The LIGHERBEARER/BRINGER 

Cloud City

*Star Wars – Empire Strike Back 
*SKYPEOPLE?

“LIGHTSABERS and CHAKRAS”

The chakra  system is energy vortex field - areas which influence the human  – physically, mentally and 
spiritually.  They are energy centers, points of energy flow, and act as energy junctions in the body. 

Let's go through just some of the of the Jedi and how they relate to certain human energy points.



Darth Maul:
Red, the Sith blade:
-feelings of hatred and anger. 
-power and physical strength
-sexuality for all sorts of deviant purposes

Root Chakra Energy:
Egoistic, domineering, greedy, sadistic, sexual 
energy entirely genital. Judgment and biased 
opinions.

"The Grand Master warned him that feelings of 
physical and sexual power would become so 
strong that he might be reluctant to go on. He said 
that many adepts remained at these centers, 
cultivating massive strength and sexuality for all 
sorts of deviant purposes. When Saihung opened 
the centers, he found it was true. Deep sexual 
cravings and the realization that he could develop 
the power of an almost unbeatable martial artist 
tempted him and strained his discipline." -  The 
Wandering Taoist

YODA:
Green: The Heart Chakra
- unconditional love,clear sightedness. Joy, 
happiness, honesty, respect, compassion, 
understanding, and generosity, and with loving 
oneself in a sincere, non-egotistic way. 

"The heart was compassion, skill, appreciation of 
beauty, and artistry. Opening it developed artistic 
ability and supported the arts. The Grand Master 
emphasized that creativity arose from this center 
and that people like Mist in the Grove, an 
unusually talented musician, naturally had their's 
open." The Wandering Taoist



Luke Skywalker:
BLUE – The Throat Chakra
- Communication and clear expression.
- learning to take responsibility for one's own 
needs 

-truthfulness over deceit  

Self-Expression, Free Will, Creativity, 
Eloquence. 
Skywalker, as can be seen in the movie, follows a 
heroes journey in which he learns lessons about 
taking responsibility for injustices,to fight for 
truth.  

MACE WINDU
Purple – The Crown Chakra 
This chakra is the pinnacle of life-force 
cultivation, it opens one's conciousness to the 
Universe, to the Absolute. 

According to the Star Wars: 
“Mace Windu served as one of the last members 
of the Jedi High Council before the Great Purge. 
Serving on the Council, Windu was often regarded 
as second only to the Grand Master Yoda, though 
Windu was eight centuries Yoda's junior. Windu's 
wisdom and power were considered legendary by 
many, as were the weight of his words”



Another interesting note about Hollywood is that its known to be run by Jews.   “JEWS CONTROL 
THE WORLD” is just a cop out statement lacking some validity.      

We can see here is that many HEBREW sects can be traced back to the religion of SATURN.  

We know that the Saturnalian worship can be traced back to SUMER, Babylon....which can be traced to 
esoteric information about people of the stars – the lightbringers. 

We can conclude with a high degree of certainty that whoever is behind HOLLYWOOD has ties to 
JEWS---->HEBREW---->SATURN--->SUMER--->SKYPEOPLE

So...when you see youtube videos about: “HOLLYWOOD is satanic”, “HOLLYWOOD = EVIL!” 
many of these statements are just conjectures, all HYPE with no solid foundation to hold their ground.

In a sense they have pieces of it right, their associations are somewhat close... 

So does SATAN run HOLLYWOOD?    To make things clear, we have to get away from the Christian 
image of this being.  Our perception of that word SATAN is highly convoluted. 

Let's do some decoding shall we:   SAT-AN  if we break down the word we see SAT which is already 
associated with SATURN.   So already we know we are dealing with Saturnalian lineage.

SATAN is an ANAGRAM for SANTA------- now we get who?---> Santa Claus
CLAUS is an ANAGRAM for LUCAS 

*HOLLYKING, SATURN, FATHER TIME, STARS, etc..  you get the point...
Again we have again a reference to SATURN and LUCAS.   
To truly get a clear picture of what's going on around us one must study, and learn real knowledge – the 



hidden path , the inner works.   To be in the know, one has to understand esoteric knowledge..

“Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.” - Chinese Proverb 

Decoder Films – Synchromysticism - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWeLv4spLFM
Serpent Worship Part 1 - http://vimeo.com/9073185
Serpent Worship Part 2 - http://vimeo.com/8838836

Dan Winter - Homosaurian Bloodline and Their Religions:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oRWXPjIyRgA&feature=BF&list=PLAB9DE487F72BEE88&index=3

They Live – Movie - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYJIIPs-
5rQ&playnext=1&list=PL3CF0DAAC42E0379F

THE CODE TO THE MATRIX:  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/17426863/The-Code-to-the-Matrix-Final-Copy
http://www.theresistance2010.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRWXPjIyRgA&feature=BF&list=PLAB9DE487F72BEE88&index=3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRWXPjIyRgA&feature=BF&list=PLAB9DE487F72BEE88&index=3
http://www.scribd.com/doc/17426863/The-Code-to-the-Matrix-Final-Copy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYJIIPs-5rQ&playnext=1&list=PL3CF0DAAC42E0379F
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYJIIPs-5rQ&playnext=1&list=PL3CF0DAAC42E0379F
http://vimeo.com/8838836
http://vimeo.com/9073185
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWeLv4spLFM
http://www.theresistance2010.com/

